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A dosimetry system using commercially available pin silicon photodiodes as the sensor is evaluated
for in-phantom dose measurements in x-ray CT and other diagnostic radiology. System sensitivity
measured as a function of the effective energy of x rays was between 0.37 and 0.49 V/mGy at an
effective energy range between 23.5 and 72 keV. The minimum detectable organ dose with 25%
uncertainty was estimated to be 0.02 mGy. The excellent output linearity was found over a dose
range from 0.03 to more than 10 mGy with flat dose rate response of system sensitivity up to 35
mGy s21, though the sensitivity indicated some energy dependence across the diagnostic energy
range with a maximum of about 10%/10 keV. Since angular dependence of the sensitivity of the
photodiode sensor was found to be small enough it would induce negligible dose error. Dose profile
measurement along the axis of a thoracic phantom undergoing CT chest examination indicated the
reliability of dose values over a range of two orders of magnitude from less than 0.2 to 12 mGy. The
present dosimetry system having advantages of high sensitivity with immediate readout of dose
values, low cost, and easy construction would widely be used as an alternative to TLD dosimeters
for organ and skin dose measurements in CT and other diagnostic radiology. ©2002 American
Association of Physicists in Medicine.@DOI: 10.1118/1.1489042#
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radiation sensor
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I. INTRODUCTION

Patient exposure from diagnostic x rays must be denoted
tissue or organ dose and the effective dose, where
latter—established by the International Commission on
diological Protection in 1990—is calculated from the do
values for critical organs. One common method of estimat
organ doses is through Monte Carlo simulations of pho
interactions within a simplified mathematical model of t
human body.1,2 Calculated dose values, however, should
verified by examinations using anthropomorphic or cylind
cal phantoms and the same exposure conditions as
calculation.3

Measurements of tissue or organ doses due to med
exposure have been performed by exclusively using th
moluminescent dosimeters~TLDs! inserted in anthropomor
phic phantoms4–7 consisting of tissue equivalent materia
Although TLDs have the advantages of small size for ph
tom use, angular independence of response, tissue eq
lence, and nearly flat energy response for the types of B
and LiF,8 they have disadvantages of indirect reading, p
reliability of dose values because of large scattering of m
sured values among their samples, and a low sensitivity
the types of BeO and LiF. In recent years a metal–oxid
semiconductor field effect transistor~MOSFET! dosimeter
was devised as an alternative to TLDs for the measurem
of entrance surface dose in diagnostic radiology.9 The sensi-
tivity of the MOSFET dosimeter, however, was not hig
enough with a measurable dose of more than 1.5 m
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Hence the dosimeter would not be utilized for the measu
ment of organ doses.

Pin silicon photodiodes have been used with x- andg-ray
spectroscopy with a high energy resolution.10–12 We tried to
apply the photodiodes to a highly sensitive and small si
x-ray sensor used in a diagnostic energy region. In
present paper we describe the development of a dosim
system using commercially available pin silicon photodiod
as the sensor for measuring organ doses delivered by x
CT and other diagnostic radiology.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE DOSIMETRY SYSTEM

A. Pin silicon photodiode sensor

Pin silicon photodiodes used as the x-ray sensor of
dosimetry system are those of Hamamatsu S2506-04, de
of which are shown in Fig. 1~a!. The photodiode with a rela
tively large sensitive area of 2.832.8 mm2 has a low cost—
about 2 US dollars in Japan—and is molded out of bla
resin, 2.7 mm thick, for infrared spectral response. It w
found that x-ray detection efficiency for a single photodio
of this type largely differed by the incident direction of
rays—several times greater on the plane of incidence tha
the back side—because of metal backing behind a sili
wafer. To obtain the same detection efficiency without d
pending on the incident direction of x rays, two photodiod
were glued together back to back with epoxy cement, a
they were used as a single sensor with parallel connect
The photodiodes were wrapped up in 15-mm-thick aluminum
1504…Õ1504Õ7Õ$19.00 © 2002 Am. Assoc. Phys. Med.
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1505 Aoyama, Koyama, and Kawaura: An in-phantom dosimetry system 1505
foil for electromagnetic shielding and connected to a pair
twisted carbon-fiber cables, 1 mm in diameter and about
V m21 in resistance. The tail of the photodiodes, the junct
of the photodiodes and the cables, was covered wit
thermal-contraction black plastic tube for mechanical re
forcement, as seen in Fig. 1~b!. The carbon fiber cables wer
used because of the tissue equivalence of cable mate
which fact is significant when many photodiode sensors w
cables are placed in an anthropomorphic phantom. Since
cables with resistance were likely to pick up external no
the length of the cables was made as short as possibl
using a preamplifier placed at the phantom side.

B. Electronics

A 16-channel dosimetry system consisting of 16 identi
photodiode sensors and electronic circuits was devised.
signal current generated by x-ray incidence on a photodi
sensor was fed through a 1.5 m carbon-fiber cable to a
amplifier consisting of an operational-amplifier current-
voltage converter and a voltage-follower. A relatively lar

FIG. 1. Pin silicon photodiode used~a!, and a photodiode x-ray sensor wit
a pair of twisted carbon-fiber cables~b!. The fine scale on the rule is in
millimeters.
Medical Physics, Vol. 29, No. 7, July 2002
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rise time constant of 0.1 s of the output voltage was de
mined to suppress ac line noise of 60 Hz to a negligi
level.

Each output voltage from the 16-channel preamplifier w
fed through a 20 core cable of 5 m long to a current integra
tor placed in the control room, and integrated to the to
charge proportional to the dose absorbed by each photod
sensor. The sensitivity or the measurable dose range of
system could be changed by five times selecting the t
constant of the current integrator, i.e., a 0.02–20 mGy ra
for a higher sensitivity, and a 0.1–100 mGy range for a low
sensitivity. In the following experiments the higher electron
sensitivity was always selected.

Analog output voltage of each current integrator was c
verted to a digital value with an analog-to-digital conver
~ADC! with 16 input and output channels and a quantu
error of 2.5 mV. Data were acquired on a personal compu
with a sampling time of 0.1 s, and voltage increases from
beginning of x-ray irradiation were traced. The maximum
plateau voltages were used to calculate dose values by u
calibration factors experimentally determined for each ch
nel.

III. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DOSIMETERY
SYSTEM

Output linearity, and dose rate, x-ray energy, and angu
dependence of the sensitivity were assessed for the pre
dosimetry system by making exposures of one of 16 pho
diode sensors. The same electronic channel was always
in the experiments to remove the influence of gain or se
tivity discrepancy between the channels. Experiments w
carried out by using an x-ray generator for medical radio
raphy with an x-ray tube with 2.2 mm Al inherent filtratio
and a sequential CT scanner, Toshiba TCT 300, with an x
tube with a bow-tie filter of 8 mm Al total filtration at the
x-ray beam center.

Output linearity, dose rate, and energy dependence of
tem sensitivity were measured in free air by setting the s
sors on a thin plate of polystyrene foam to be oriented
have the plane of incidence of the photodiodes facing
x-ray tube of the x-ray generator for medical radiograp
Dose calibrations were made against a Radcal 1015 do
eter with a 6 cm3 ion chamber attached, which was plac
adjacent to a photodiode sensor, a few centimeters apa
the same distance from the x-ray tube in an irradiation fie
The ion chamber dosimeter is a tertiary standard, calibra
at a laboratory of the Japan Quality Assurance Organiza
in April 2001, where dosimeter readings were calibrated
exposure dose values at nine points of effective or equiva
photon energies13 from 20 to 72 keV. The values of exposur
dose in the unit of roentgen obtained with the ion cham
dosimeter were converted to the values of absorbed dose
soft tissue by using the ratio of mass energy absorption
efficient of soft tissue~ICRU-44!14 to that of air at the effec-
tive energy of x rays used. This is because absorbed d
for almost all organs excepting bones would be appro
mated to those for soft tissue.
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Output linearity and dose rate dependence of system
sitivity were measured using the x-ray generator at a t
voltage of 120 kV—an effective energy of 36 keV—and
intensity range between 1 and 60 mA s with focus-to-sen
distances~FSDs! of 90, 120, and 200 cm. The effective e
ergy was determined from the half-value layer of aluminu
measured with the Radcal 1015 ion-chamber dosimeter.
sults are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively, for out
linearity and for dose rate dependence of system sensiti
It is seen from Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! that output linearity was
excellent over a dose range from 0.03 to more than 10 m
three orders of magnitude. Although no bias voltage w
applied to photodiode sensors uniform sensitivity was
tained, as seen in Fig. 3, within 2% error up to a high do
rate of 35 mGy s21 that would be expected in CT examin
tions.

The minimum detectable organ dose could be estima
using a sensitivity of approximately 0.48 V/mGy as seen
Fig. 3 and a quantum error of the ADC used of 2.5 mV to
0.02 mGy with 25% uncertainty.

The energy spectra or effective energies of x rays
served in a phantom would differ from those in free air b
cause of absorption and scattering of x rays in the phant

FIG. 2. Output linearity of the dosimetry system.~b! is the same as~a!, but
ten times magnified at the origin.
Medical Physics, Vol. 29, No. 7, July 2002
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Hence the use of the calibration factor—the inverse of
sensitivity—at the effective energy measured in free
would produce errors in dose values if the system has no
energy response.

X-ray energy dependence of the sensitivity was measu
across a range of tube voltage of 40–120 kV in 10 kV int
vals and at 125 kV, where x-ray irradiation was carried o
with a FSD of 100 cm and an x-ray intensity of 60 mA
Results are shown in Fig. 4~a!, where the sensitivities were
plotted as a function of the effective energy measured at e
tube voltage for generalization. The range of the effect
energy was between 23.5 keV at 40 kV tube voltage and 3
keV at 125 kV. It was found from Fig. 4~a! that the sensitiv-
ity changed 3% at the maximum between 27 and 36.5 keV
between 60 and 125 kV—though it changed more than
between 23.5 and 27 keV—between 40 and 60 kV. Ene
response of the photodiode sensor was also measured
larger effective energies used in x-ray CT by using Al filte
attached to the window of the x-ray tube at a constant t
voltage of 120 kV. Effective energies of x-rays in this ca
increased from 36 to 72 keV, corresponding to the ene
range used in CT scanners, with increasing Al filter thickn
to a maximum of 40 mm. X-ray irradiation was carried o
with a FSD of 100 cm and an x-ray intensity of 100 mA
Results are shown in Fig. 4~b!. It was found from Fig. 4~b!
that the sensitivity decreased at a rate of 9.5% /10 keV by
increase of the effective energy in a range between 50 an
keV.

Photodiode sensors placed in a phantom are exposed
only to direct x rays from an x-ray tube but also to scatte
x rays coming from all angles. In the case of CT examin
tions direct x rays come from circumference with a unifor
intensity. Hence dosimeters for phantom use must have
flat angular response.

The angular dependence of the sensitivity was measu
for a couple of different x-ray effective energies by using t
x-ray generator for medical radiography for lower ener
and the CT scanner for higher energy. It was measu
around the axis of the sensor, the lateral direction, as see
Fig. 5~a!, and on the plane comprising the head and tail a
the plane of incidence of the sensor, the longitudinal dir

FIG. 3. Dose rate dependence of system sensitivity.
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1507 Aoyama, Koyama, and Kawaura: An in-phantom dosimetry system 1507
tion, as seen in Fig. 5~b!. The origin or an angle of 0° wa
fixed to the orientation of x rays facing one of the planes
incidence of the photodiode sensor.

Angular dependence of the sensitivity observed for low
energy of x rays is shown in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b! for lateral
and longitudinal directions, respectively. These were m
sured by the exposure of the sensor in free air at 15° inter
using the x-ray generator at a tube voltage of 80 kV—
effective energy of 30 keV—and an intensity of 30 mAs w
a FSD of 100 cm. In Figs. 5~a! and 5~b! the sensitivity was
normalized at 0°. It is seen from Fig. 5~a! that relative sen-
sitivity was approximately flat though it was slightly wave
around 90° and 270° with a maximum deviation of 18
Approximately flat angular response is also seen in Fig. 5~b!
except between 240° and 290° where the relative sensit
dropped to 46% at 270° or the tail of the sensor.

Angular response for higher energy of x rays was m
sured using the sequential CT scanner at a tube voltag
120 kV—an effective energy of 52.5 keV—and a tube c
rent of 55 mA. A photodiode sensor was supported with
thin bar of polystyrene foam in free air at the center of ro
tion and in an x-ray beam of 10 mm width. Preamplifi

FIG. 4. X-ray energy dependence of system sensitivity for~a! a lower and
~b! a higher effective energy region, where the sensitivity was meas
with the higher sensitivity range. Sensitivity decreases by a factor of 5
the lower sensitivity range.
Medical Physics, Vol. 29, No. 7, July 2002
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output voltage corresponding to the sensitivity was measu
as a function of time in a single scan of 4.5 s with a digi
oscilloscope. The uniformity of x-ray intensity in a sing
scan was confirmed with a plastic scintillation detector w
cylindrical symmetry15 placed in place of the photodiod
sensor. Figures 6~a! and 6~b! show observed oscillogram
corresponding to the angular dependence of the sensit
for lateral and longitudinal directions, respectively. In Fig

d
r

FIG. 5. Angular response of the photodiode sensor for~a! lateral and~b!
longitudinal directions measured at a tube voltage of 80 kV, an effec
energy of 30 keV. Incident angles of x rays for lateral and longitudi
directions are shown.
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1508 Aoyama, Koyama, and Kawaura: An in-phantom dosimetry system 1508
6~a! and 6~b! abscissas are converted from time in a scan
the incident angle of x rays, where signals at,0° and.360°
are due to the overrun of x-ray tube revolution of appro
mately 30° and a relatively slow rise time—time constant
0.1 s—of the preamplifier output voltage, respectively. It
seen from Fig. 6~a! that relative sensitivity was approx
mately flat though it was slightly waved around 90° and 27
with a maximum deviation of 8.5%. The average sensitiv
was coincided to the sensitivities at 0° and 180°. Appro
mately flat angular response is also seen in Fig. 6~b! except
between 245° and 295° where the relative sensitiv
dropped to 61% at 270°.

IV. APPLICATION TO CT DOSE MEASUREMENTS

Applicability of our dosimetry system to the measureme
of a wide range of dose values was examined by the m
surement of dose profile along the axis of a thoracic phan
undergoing CT chest examination. The phantom made of
ter equivalent MixDP16 and a small density of cork for th
lung was designed to have an average lung size of a Japa
adult male and a uniform cross section along the axis of

FIG. 6. Oscillograms of the preamplifier output voltage corresponding to
sensitivity as a function of time in a single scan of 4.5 s measured wi
sequential CT scanner, Toshiba TCT 300, at a tube voltage of 120 kV
effective energy of 52.5 keV. These oscillograms correspond to the ang
response of the photodiode sensor for~a! lateral and~b! longitudinal direc-
tions, respectively, where abscissas are converted from time in a scan
incident angles of x rays.
Medical Physics, Vol. 29, No. 7, July 2002
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phantom, over a length of 480 mm, where the MixDP is
kind of solid water with a mass density of 1.000 g cm23 and
an electron density of 3.38231023g21 close to that of water
of 3.34331023g21. The construction of the phantom i
shown in Fig. 7. One of the photodiode sensors was insta
at the center of the phantom with the axis of the sen
parallel to thez axis, the axis of the phantom, where th
phantom was placed on the bed of the sequential CT scan
Toshiba TCT 300. A dose profile along thez axis was mea-
sured over a scan length of 300 mm around the sensor.
CT scanner was used with a tube voltage of 120 kV—
effective energy of 52.5 keV—a tube current of 55 mA, a
a 10 mm beam width. Output voltages derived from the c
rent integrator were converted into absorbed doses using
sensitivity obtained from Fig. 4~b! at an effective energy o
52.5 keV. A dose profile obtained is shown in Figs. 8~a! and
8~b!, where Fig. 8~a!, the dose profile of the central region o
the total scan length, is the same as Fig. 8~b!, the dose profile
of the peripheral region. It is seen from Fig. 8 that do
values ranged over two orders of magnitude from less t
0.2 to 12 mGy, and that they continuously changed in
scan region indicating the reliability of measured dose val
with small static errors.

Computed tomography dose index~CTDI! value was also
measured with a standard CT ion chamber~Radcal mdh
10X5-10.3CT! with an effective length of 100 mm. The
chamber was installed in the phantom at the point of
photodiode sensor in place of the sensor, and the cente
the chamber was exposed to one-scan x-ray beam from
same CT scanner with the same operational conditions.
CTDI value obtained was 28.8 mGy with an error of seve
percent, the value of which would correspond to the do
value obtained by the integration of the dose profile of fi
8~a! between250 and 50 mm and divided by 10 mm bea
width. The integrated dose value of 26.2 mGy calcula
coincided with the CTDI value measured with the CT io
chamber within 10% error.

Comparison of integrated dose values calculated fr
dose profiles with CTDI values measured with the Rad
CT ion chamber was carried out at different tube voltages
CT scanner or different x-ray effective energies. Dose pro
and CTDI measurements were carried out with the same
racic phantom and geometry as shown in Fig. 7 but w

e
a
n

lar

the

FIG. 7. Thoracic phantom designed to have an average lung size of a J
nese adult male. A photodiode sensor was installed at the center o
phantom with the axis of the sensor parallel to thez axis.
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1509 Aoyama, Koyama, and Kawaura: An in-phantom dosimetry system 1509
another CT scanner, Toshiba Asteion. The CT scanner
used with tube voltages of 80, 120, and 135 kV correspo
ing to effective energies of 39.5, 48, and 51 keV, resp
tively, and with a tube current of 200 mA at 0.75 s per sc
and a 10 mm beam width. Table I shows integrated d
values obtained by the integration of dose profiles betw
250 and 50 mm and divided by 10 mm beam width a
CTDI values measured with the CT ion chamber posses
100 mm effective length. It is seen in Table I that integra

FIG. 8. Dose profiles along thez axis of the phantom for~a! the central
region and~b! the peripheral region of total scan length of 300 mm. The
profiles were measured using a sequential CT scanner, Toshiba TCT
with a tube voltage of 120 kV, an effective energy of 52.5 keV, a tu
current of 55 mA, and 10 mm beam width.

TABLE I. Integrated dose values calculated from dose profiles and C
values measured with the Radcal CT ion chamber possessing 100 m
fective length. These were measured at different tube voltages of the To
Asteion CT scanner.

Tube voltage
~kV!

Effective energy
~keV!

Integrated dose
~mGy!

CTDI value
~mGy!

80 39.5 6.09 5.82
120 48 18.3 18.1
135 51 23.7 24.6
Medical Physics, Vol. 29, No. 7, July 2002
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dose values and CTDI values coincided at each tube vol
within 1%–5% error.

V. DISCUSSION

In a water phantom the effective energy of x rays in
beam would be increased or decreased17 by several kiloelec-
tron volts because of the selective absorption of the low
ergy part of the spectrum and of selective Compton scat
ing of the high energy part of the spectrum. On the contr
the effective energy of x rays at the point distant from t
beam would be decreased18 since x rays incident on tha
point are solely those scattered in the phantom. For the lo
x-ray energy region used in medical radiography dose e
due to energy response of our dosimetry system was
mated to be within 6% from Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!, where a
range of the effective energy was assumed to be betwee
and 50 keV in a phantom. For the higher x-ray energy reg
used in x-ray CT dose error due to the energy respons
Fig. 4~b! would be within 10%, where the change of th
effective energy was assumed to be within 10 keV in
effective energy range between 40 and 70 keV. As descri
previously CT dose values obtained by the integration
dose profiles and divided by the x-ray beam width coincid
with CTDI values measured with an energy independent
ion chamber within a few to 10% error. This might indica
that the under- or overestimation of dose values due to
energy response of the present dosimeter system would
be greater than several percent for the x-ray energy reg
used in CT. In the case of entrance surface or skin d
measurements dose error due to the energy dependen
system sensitivity would be negligible.

Relative sensitivities with small angular dependence w
obtained as seen in Figs. 5 and 6, except at the tail of
sensor or at 270° for the longitudinal direction across a ra
of about 50°. If x rays come from all angles uniformly do
values estimated would be underestimated by 7.5% and
for the lower and the higher effective energy, respective
since calibration factors were measured at 0°. It is not, ho
ever, direct x rays that enter the head and tail of the pho
diode sensors but scattered in the phantom since the se
are placed in a phantom with the plane of incidence fac
the x-ray tube for medical radiography or with the axis of t
sensors parallel to the axis of rotation of CT scanners. Si
solid angle is no more than 0.047 for a range of 50° a
scattered weak x rays solely come at around 270°, influe
of the sensitivity drop at the tail of the sensor would
negligible to the estimation of dose. Symmetry dose val
observed at the same distances from the x-ray beam, as
in Fig. 8, indicate the negligible effect of sensitivity drop
270° to the total dose values.

The present sensors are somewhat larger in size and
have carbon fiber cables behind them. To position the sen
inside a particular organ site of an anthropomorphic phan
the section of the phantom comprising the organ must
drilled with 10 mm diameter parallel to the axis of the pha
tom. Carbon fiber cables should be led to the back of
phantom through a groove made at the surface of the s
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1510 Aoyama, Koyama, and Kawaura: An in-phantom dosimetry system 1510
phantom section. Drilled holes and grooves for the cab
must be filled with tissue or water equivalent resin as MixD
after sensors were positioned in the section of the phant
An anthropomorphic phantom with 16 photodiode x-ray s
sors installed in critical organ sites would be used to estim
tissue or organ doses and the effective doses to patient e
sure from diagnostic x rays.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The dosimetry system using pin silicon photodiodes as
sensor is an alternative to the use of TLD dosimeters in
measurement of organ doses in CT and other diagnostic
diology. The system had linear dose and flat dose rate
sponses, a minimum detectable dose of 0.02 mGy with 2
error and approximately flat angular response though it
relatively large x-ray energy dependence of the sensitiv
Dose error due to the energy dependence was evaluated
within several percent for the x-ray energy region used
medical radiography and x-ray CT if dose values evalua
at the effective energy of x rays in the air were used for
values of dose in the phantom.

The immediate readout of the organ doses is the m
advantage of the system. Although the sensors are not s
enough for phantom use, high sensitivity and reliability
the system allows us to use the system successfully for
measurements of organ and skin doses in CT and other d
nostic radiography.
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